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Abstract— The application helps you to increase the demand 

generation, raise satisfaction and gives more marketing 

campaigns with the resources which exists. Produce and 

automatically determine each and every messages and cross-

campaign satisfactory to take quick action and manage your 

marketing attempt. Application also provides you the power 

to understand and quantify your marketing programs, 

manages all the individual tactics, and immediate generate 

comprehensive report. Past designed and normal dashboards 

show which lead sources, organizations, battles, messages. 

User friendly data and variable charts help you to 

demonstrate your demand generation successfully. 1) 

Launches more marketing automation campaigns with given 

resources. 2) Build customized email and supporting 

projects. 3) Instantly measure and report viability of battles 

and messages. 4) Track prospect conduct on web visitors, 

email campaigns, and current activities. 5) Gets the 

feedback of the prospects based on who, what and when 

they interact. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A sales lead is the Identification Data of a person or it is an 

entity which has the interest, authority and budget (i.e. 

money) to buy a goods or services. The sales leads 

identification referred as lead production, the process is 

always conducted by the marketing or by the sales group. 

The sales lead can also be explained as a sales object in 

CRM systems which provide a warehouse for prospecting 

lists. 

The reasons for having a good sales process 

contain seller and buyer risk management, standard 

customer connection during the sales, and scaled annual 

income generation. Reaching to the object from a "function" 

point of view it offer an opportunity to use the design and 

increment tools from other disciplined manner and process-

oriented industries. Joseph Juran recognized that "there is no 

reason for our natural principles of quality and process 

engineering that would be not work in the sales process". 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Few years ago, the customer service departments were busy 

with nonstop calling in a sequence to generate more new 

leads. Now a day’s they are still doing the same, but clearly 

the wave of the future is online inquiry. Easily search the 

―contact us‖ page which is generally in every websites, 

these all are automated lead management systems concern 

with the future customers submit their problems and queries 

to the customer service department directly.  Each and every 

customer has to read them, rank them, and send it to a 

member of the sales persons. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Except newer systems that work on manual processes, 

nearly all automated management systems can do many 

levels of the process without human involvements.  They 

can move them to sales, capturing them and even rank it 

also.  Some of the business owners want to have customer 

services, before it is assigned each leads have representation 

review, but it may not be compulsory. These types of 

systems are developing more correctly and efficiently with 

each and every passing year.  The most lead management 

systems can be fully automated.  This will incredibly result 

in reduced costs, increase effectively, and overall better 

sales. It is never mention the fact that the automated systems 

are faster than labor-intensive manual ones. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

A. Tracking 

Quickly identifies sales opportunities through reading your 

prospects’ digital body language. Application is expecting 

your sales presentations and where they can get stuck. These 

problems used to address objections and avoid the issue. 

Application enhanced tracking features provides the 

following  

 File opens 

To know which prospect of something is about to open the 

files you sent. 

 Time spent 

You can see how much one views your different files, 

number of pages, number of slides and live meeting. 

 Number of slides and pages viewed 

One can know which slides and pages your prospect have 

been viewed, and for how much time. 

 Attention 

To know what is your expectation in your live meeting 

where the one notification, really online and joined your 

meeting.  

 Email Notifications 

According to prospect behavior you can get email 

notifications. You can never miss a red-hot prospect again. 

 Engagement tracking 

To track the email, click and open the file. 

 Include files easily 

In your emails you can include the files easily and tracks the 

engagement of that files. 

 Email templates 

Developed email templates by sales representatives, team or 

organization 

B. Business presentation 

 Screen share 

You can share either your screens or a window. 

 Current files, number of videos and websites 
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Current files, number of videos,, websites and pitch decks 

and change between files when in  need. 

 Branded personal URL 

Show from your own personal URL. 

 Save & Secure 

Needed prospects to fill up their information or a password 

to join the meeting. 

C. Sharing 

Easily alter your business deck. 

To present distinctive documents, number of 

features, URLs and change records when needed. 

 Opens track and time spent. 

Present from your own personal url. 

 Capture leads 

Require prospects which are needed to fill out their details 

or a password. 

 Secure 

Prospects which is required to fill out their details or a 

password to view your content. 

 Expire 

Auto expire file links after a certain period. 

D. Reports 

 Analytics 

To see which emails drive most engaged, and which 

prospects are about to be contacted. 

 Scoring 

Based on action score recipients on the emails and included 

files. 

 Analyze team performance 

By using team performance you can make precise changes 

to process your sales. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Lead management as a marketing disciple has moved from 

an early-stage process to an essential element of success for 

b2b organizations. Without the application of lead 

management programs around lead nurturing, lead routing 

and lead scoring, marketers see buyers flood out of the sales 

funnel, eradicating gains made through lead generation 

campaigns. However, lead management, in conjunction with 

marketing automation, can fix this problem—and offer a 

number of essential benefits. 

For organizations with substantial deals domains, a 

lead administration framework gives a composed stream of 

prompts the business power, either geologically or 

sequentially or by product offering. This aides upgrade the 

business staff by dispersing prompts proper salesmen in an 

auspicious manner. The conveyance procedure aides 

advance the deals group's proficiency – and diminishes the 

danger of approaching deadlock. With rapid and advances in 

this competitive trading environment it is difficult to predict 

how business will improve and expand in the coming years. 

Though we have some advance plans for the future 

enhancements in the current project. 

 Can add more graphical reports 

 Can add multimedia content customization option 

 Can add more file upload options 

Till now we have included all the required features 

needed by the client.  In future we can add more option/ 

features as needed. All the modules are designed in such a 

way that we can add more features when needed in an easy 

manner. In the bottom lines we may conclude that the 

application is extensible and robust. 
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